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Until recently one could not discuss the history of Weimar cinema without impli
citly or explicitly acknowledging the discursive models that are already established 
in the field. The main tendencies can be identified by two seminal books. The 
first, Lotte H. Eisner's L'ecran demoniaque: /es injluences de Max Reinhardt et 
de /'expressionnisme (1952), connected the visual style and narrative elements 
of the so-called 'German Expressionist Cinema' with traits reaching back to the 
Romantic tradition and the gothic novel. Siegfried Kracauer's From Caligari to 
Hitler: A A~vchological History ofthe German Film (1947) showed how Weimar 
films reflected the deep psychology of the Germ ans, such that the 'vulnerability' 
oftheir mentality to mass deception could be read in the mirror ofcinema. Both 
arguments would look forward to account for the rise of National Socialism and 
the events of 1933-1945. And both positions, explicated after the war andin exile, 
have mediated and framed many of our understandings ofwhat Weimar cinema 
means today. 

Wolfgang Kabatek's lmagerie des Anderen im fVeimarer Kino addresses an 
area that falls outside the scope of such aesthetic and psychological critical models. 
The 'imagerie' of the other deals explicitly with lands, people. and cultures that 
fall outside the borders ofthe German nation, foreign and exotic to the cultivated 
European. Kabatek's main thesis, therefore, revolves around this opposition bet
ween the native and the foreign, German and not-German - constituting identity 
by what it is not: "Dass die kinematographischen Bilder des Anderen dabei in einem 
komplexen Geflecht verschiedener Diskurse produziert, authentisiert, moduliert. 
kodiert, rezipiert und gedeutet werden und bei der Entwicklung einer nationalen 
Identität gewissermaßen ex negativo an eigenen Selbstverständigungsprozessen 
teilhaben, hat diese Arbeit zu zeigen versucht." (p.187) Kabatek's project. to 
foreground the complex of discourses that have mediated a definition of German 
national identity ex negativo, gains importance in a field that has preYiously been 
dominated by few historiographical options. However lmagerie des Anderen im 
Weimarer Kino does not simply stand in opposition to previous ways ofwriting the 
history of Weimar cinema. Kabatek also breaks open those often ossified models. 
revealing the multiplicity ofmeaning that has remained dormant in the historical 
material itself and the body of critique that surrounds it (cf p.74). 
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The book is divided into fhe main chapters. "Das Kino als Agent des Eskapis
mus?" illustrates an often overlooked. but familiar reason "hy Weimar audicnccs 
would haYe gone to the cinema. Htm·ewr the escapism that is normally associated 
with the practice or filmgoing is historicizcd within the conte"t or the intern ar 
period, indicati\'e oftrends in the contemporary film industry. "Verlusterfahrun
gen oder Suchbilder der Ordnung" follows up on the preYious chaptcr in the search 
for national identity in response to rapid globalization and the crisis ofmodernity. 
The realm ofthe imaginary and the cinema are the arenas in which these questions 
around identity get played out. "Abenteuerliche Topographien und fantastische 
Wirklichkeiten" discusses the differentiation of mass entertainment versus art 
cinema, and the historical conditions which placed this binary at the center of 
the ·Kino-Debatte'. "Aufmarschplatz der Abenteurer„ discusses Fritz Lang"s Das 
indische Grah111a! (1919) in detail as an c:xampk ofhO\\ Weimar cinema rcpresents 
the tropes of otherness. The occult. the 'Asian mask". and the teminization of 
foreign masculinity are highlighted in Kabatek"s analysis. Finally ... •Moderne· 
physiognomische Lesbarkeitskonzepte und Yisuelle Anthropologie"· connects phy
siognomy and the body to ethnicity and nationaliry. To this end he draws princi
pally from Bela Balazs' book. Der sichtbare Mensch ( 1924). to illustrate how 
in the silent cinema the body and face must speak the language the spectator 
cannot hear. lt is this cinema which was available to Weimar up to 1929-30 timt 
constitutes an "internationale Sprache'" ( p.168). And for Kabatek it is these images 
of other gestures and physiognomies that become readily a\ ailable for archiYal and 
anthropological purposes. Each chapter flows neatly into the ne:xt. culminating in 
Kabatek's highly original insights in the last. The final .:;2 pages of/nwgerie di!s 
Anderen im Weimarer Kinoare dernted to his vast filmography and bibliography. 
both impressive and e:xtensi\'e in their own right. In the latter one finds all the key 
texts in both English and German-language scholarship. 

Part and parcel of Kabatek"s project is to include pre,iously twerlooked fi !ms 
and reappraise those that have already achieved ·classic · status. Fritz Lang·s 
often ignored film from 1919. Die Spinnen. is considered alongside contemporary 
exhibitions ofthe other in early Weimar. such as Carl Hagenbeck"s T'ii!kerschm1e11 
and Heinrich Umlauffs ,ast collection of .-::xotica. the largest in Eurnpe. The latter 
institution. the l'ö!kl!l'k1111d!icl1cs ,\J11se11111 !.FG. L'111/uu((in Hamburg. prm ided 
the artifacts for the Chinese and Peru,ian episodes in Lang's film. effrctin:ly 
stamping it with a seal of ethnographic authenticity. Cinema becomes a means 
to sho·wcase the otherness of the other and celebrate the cosmopolitism of the 
·modernized' seif But alongside Lang's film Robert \Viene·s celebrated classic. 
Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari. released in the same year. is giwn a re-e:xamination. 
Kabatek ju:xtaposes its stage settings and mise-en-scenc to the e:xhibition spacc~ 
of the market and the circus. \\ here order co-mingles with chaos. Aga in. the 
e:xhibition potential of the cinema - the technolog:y of 111Lxiernity that gathers 
together all these spaces - is foregrounded. lfparticular attcntion is paid tn thc 
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way exbibition itsclf is exbibited, whicb Kabatek does tbrougb bis analyses of 
exotic spectacle and film images ofthe other. insights still lurking in the sbadows 
of such ·masterpieces of expressionist film· can be revealed. He sbows us bow tbis 
sbift emerges by remaining open to the possibility of new readings and 'other' 
modes of spectatorsbip. 

Finally some thougbts toward tbe experience ofreading lmagerie des Anderen 
im Weimarer Kino itsel f should be articulated. Wbile Kabatek's ideas and argu
ments move organically from one to tbe next, and transitions flow seamlessly, 
tbere are moments where the prose reads like a dissertation. The idea that national 
id,;ntity is constituted through mutual exclusivity is one that has been widely 
circulated for the past few decades in postcolonial criticism. Kabatek reveals 
himselfto be an ardent student ofthis theoretical literature. Familiar arguments 
from writers such as Jonathan Crary and Horni Bhabha are summarized and in 
turn utilized to illuminate the text at band. But at tirnes throughout the text, 
one is left wanting the reverse - a reading of the films that would modify or 
even criticize the theory. For example, when Bened ict A nderson 's notion of the 
imagined community is invoked in relation to filrnic representations ofthe nation 
and of the nation's status as discourse (cf. p.64-5), the challenge here would be 
to identify the tensions that arise when the irnaginary and the irnage are brought 
together. The movement between the two actually constitutes one of the most 
important arguments for Kabatek's book, and there are moments where the latter 
is in danger of being simply fo\ded into the forrner. Throughout the text as a 
whole, several key arguments would be enriched by facilitating such multi-vocal 
dialogues betwecn theorics and texts. 

Nevertheless, this is a rninor criticism when one considers the importance of 
Kabatek's contribution to the body of scholarship on Weimar cinema. lmagerie 
des Anderen im Weimarer Kino fills a particular gap in a field dominated by few 
methodological models. His book is recommended for anyone who is interested in 
this area, but also Jor those who are interested in the W\lY scholarship on Weimar 
film has shifted and will continue to change in the future. lts freshness combined 
with solid erudition will surely inspire further inquiry and speculation. 

Steve Choe ( Berkeley) 
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